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Foreword 

 

Greetings Delegates! 

 

The Dias of the Historic Security Council is extremely delighted to have you as a part of our                  

committee for the 3rd edition of MBMUN. 

 

We are actively looking forward to the debate and the brilliant ideas that you will showcase.                

Model United Nations are opportunities to present a multitude of skills: incorporating research,             

debate, and presentation. We hope you use this opportunity to display your skills and more               

importantly to grow in your experience as a delegate. The Agenda chosen is recent and of high                 

importance, the outcome of which depends on you as delegates. Participating in a MUN not               

only adds to your resume, but it's an active part of shaping the world we live in. What may be                    

just ideas today, could change the world tomorrow. So keep calm and try your best, do not let                  

any setbacks stop you from going further.  

 

Wishing you the best of luck, 

The Dias of HSC 
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Introduction to the Committee 

 

The Security Council is the most powerful body of the United Nations with the primary responsibility of                 

maintaining international peace and security. The P5 (US, UK, China, Russia and France) nations are               

permanent members and 10 other nations are elected for two year terms. UNSC imposes sanctions,               

dispatches military operations, mandates arms inspections, deploys election monitors etc. The P5            

nations have the right to veto decisions within the council. Under the Charter of the United Nations, all                  

member states must comply with Council decisions. For the purpose of this committee, the conference               

shall take place in October of 2016, months before the close of Operation Ocean shield. 

 

Introduction to the Agenda 

 

The international community is facing large problems in bringing pirates to justice. 

Based on calculations made by Oceans Beyond Piracy, maritime piracy costs the international economy              

around 12 billion US dollars annually, which shows how maritime piracy is a serious issue that should be                  

tackled properly and effectively. The world's oceans are increasingly busy maritime highways. Around             

85% of all international trade in raw material and manufactured goods travels by sea, and tankers carry                 

more than half of the world’s oil.  

 

The escalation of piracy in the last couple of years have prompted NATO along with the request of the                   

United Nations in 2008 to support efforts to combat piracy in the Gulf of Aden, the Horn of Africa and in                     

the Indian Ocean with Operation Allied Provider and Allied Protector. Operation Ocean Shield was              

NATOs contribution to Operation Enduring Freedom – Horn of Africa (OEF-HOA), an anti-piracy initiative              

in the Indian Ocean, Guardafui Channel, Gulf of Aden and Arabian Sea.  

The Naval operations began on 17th August 2009 after being approved by the North Atlantic Council.                

Operation Ocean Shield dealt with protecting the ships of Operation Allied Provider, which transported              

relief supplies as part of the World Food Programme's mission in the region.  

 

The initiative also helped strengthen the navies and coast guards of regional states to assist in                

countering pirate attacks. With no successful piracy attacks since 2012, NATO ended Operation Ocean              

Shield on 15th December 2016.  
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Background 

 

For a long time, piracy and armed robbery disrupted the provision and supply of humanitarian aid to                 

Somalia, and threatened vital sea lines of communication (SLOC) and economic interests off the Horn of                

Africa, in the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean. 

 

In 2008 the international community faced an escalation of attacks off the coast of Somalia. The UN                 

Security Council declared piracy to be a threat to international peace and security. Resolution 1816               

called upon states to protect international shipping from piracy. Very soon after NATO rolled out its first                 

Operation ‘Allied Provider’. The operation was meant to be temporary. The European Union announced              

its willingness to organize a naval operation to replace the force. Soon, it became clear that it took the                   

European longer to become operational. In consequence, NATO launched its second mission, ‘Allied             

Protector’. Once EUNAVFOR was in place NATO decided to continue its work in counter-piracy.              

Operation Ocean Shields was born because it became obvious that EUNAVFOR forces were insufficient              

to deal with the ongoing crisis. Piracy attacks continued to escalate and hundreds of seafarers were held                 

hostage. Operation Ocean Shield initially focused on at-sea counter-piracy activities. NATO vessels            

conducted, helicopter surveillance missions to trace and identify ships in the area and worked on               

preventing hijackings and suppressing armed robbery. NATO also agreed, at the request of the UN, to                

escort the United Nations Support Office for AMISOM (UNSOA) supply vessels to the harbour entrance               

of Mogadishu, Somalia. NATO worked hand in hand with the European Union’s Atlanta, the US-led               

Combined Task Force 151 and with independent deployers such as China, Japan and South Korea.  

The US Navy was the largest contributor of ships, followed by the Indian Navy. Partner countries also                 

contributed to Operation Ocean Shield, including  Australia, Colombia, New Zealand and Ukraine. 

 

Allied Maritime Command Headquarters Northwood (MARCOM), in the United Kingdom, provided           

command and control for the full spectrum of NATO’s joint maritime operations and tasks, including               

Operation Ocean Shield at the time. It planned, and organized joint maritime operations.  

 

NATO achieved synergies by working with others. Ocean Shield was crucial in introducing a series of                

coordination mechanisms. Those were informal and did not imply a common command structure. The              

first one was the so-called Shared Awareness and Deconfliction (SHADE) meetings held in Bahrain.              

SHADE offered a mechanism not only to deconflict, but also to improve and share tactics. It was the key                   

catalyst for introducing a transit corridor for shipping in the Gulf of Aden and minimizing the response                 

time to incident reports. Through the informality of SHADE, common operational planning across             

organizations and mandates became possible. Soon after, other states operating independently, such as             

China, Indian, Japan, Russia, India and South Korea, joined SHADE and cooperated closely with NATO.  

 

NATO collaborated with private actors in Ocean Shield. The centre was vital in informing the shipping                

industry about the evolving nature of the piracy threat and the consequences for business. It was also                 
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instrumental in working towards a common set of measures known as the best management practices               

to deter Somali piracy. That allowed reducing the response time to piracy attacks, but also improving the                 

monitoring of piracy activity.  

Operation Ocean Shield was highly successful, between May 2012 and its conclusion in December 2016,               

no commercial vessel was captured. The mission in its earlier stages helped to drastically scale down                

the number of incidents within the region. In 2010, which was considered to be the peak year for                  

piracy, operation ocean shield recorded 45 actual hijackings, 132 attempted yet unsuccessful attacks,             

and 147 disruptions where international military intervention forced pirates to abandon their attacks.             

In January 2012, there were 29 attacks and 4 ships were pirated. In November 2011, the UNSC                 

Resolution 2020 renewed the call on states and various regional organizations to take part in the fight                 

against piracy off the Somalian Coast. Along with the consent of the Somalian Authorities, the               

resolution also called for "All necessary means to repress acts of piracy and armed robbery within the                 

territorial waters of Somalia." In January 2012, there were 4 pirate attacks, none of which were                

successful. In addition, the 80 suspected pirates that were captured by counter piracy forces, 59 were                

captured by NATO ships. 
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Definitions 

SHADE  

Shared Awareness and Deconfliction Meetings 

EUNAVFOR  

Operation Atlanta or European Union Naval Force Somalia is another counter piracy operation in the 

Horn of Africa. 

BMP 4 

 Best Management Practices 4 gave advice provided by Operation Ocean Shield on how to protect 

vessels against pirate attack, which includes information such as barbed wiring, speed maintaining, and 

ladder removing etc.  

Damage Control 

Comprehensive term for all means of mitigating or offsetting effects of damage aboard ship. 

Gunhouse  

A lightly protected, rotating mount for guns of lesser calibre. 

Knot 

 A unit of speed, equalling one nautical mile (6,080.20 feet) per hour. 

Hull 

 Main body of a vessel exclusive of elements of superstructure. 

Task Force 

 A naval force organized to carry out a specific mission. 

Turret 

 A rotating mount enclosed by armor for guns of large calibre. 

Starboard 
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 The right hand side of a vessel when looking towards the bow. 

Port 

Left hand side of a vessel when looking towards bow; an opening. 

Maritime piracy 

It is an act of robbery or criminal violence by ship or boat-borne attackers upon another ship or a coastal 

area, typically with the goal of stealing cargo and other valuable items or properties. 

International Waters  

Those parts of the ocean that are not legally recognized as being under the jurisdiction of any national 

government. 

Offshore  

Situated at sea some distance from the shore. 

Globalization  

The development of an increasingly integrated global economy marked especially by free trade, free 

flow of capital, and the tapping of cheaper foreign labour markets 

Mother Ships  

The ships used to extend the reach of their attacking speed boats and resupply the attacking 

speedboats. 

Pirate 

A pirate is a person who commits piracy. They are often linked with organized-crime syndicates, but can 

also be part of small groups of individuals that make a living of being pirates. 
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Key Parties 

Significant contributors to the operation were Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, the United States and              

Turkey. All Allies had contributed to the mission, either directly or indirectly, through NATOs command               

structures and common funding.  

Close cooperation with China, Japan, Russia, India and South Korea also added to the success of the                 

operation. 

A lack of central government for many years in Somalia has allowed for the development of piracy. In                  

addition, displaced Somali refugees as a result of civil war, have provided ample opportunity for               

recruitment. The origins of piracy are not solely a product of domestic instability. In multiple interviews,                

Somali pirates portray themselves as the nation’s unofficial coast guard, fighting against illegal fishing              

and waste dumping by foreign corporations. To completely eradicate piracy, an internal change must be               

brought within Somalia itself. The Somalian government is also highly cooperative to help fight piracy               

within the Gulf of Aden. Resolution 2020 of the UNSC was accomplished due to cooperation from the                 

Somalian Government.  

 

Proposed Solutions 

 

A large problem that is holding the fight against piracy back, is the fact that there is no global unity on                     

the issue. Furthermore the pirates off the Somali coast take advantage of the fact that the Somalian the                  

government doesn’t have the means nor the financial resources to combat piracy for their own benefit.                

Creating a global unity on combating maritime piracy should prove to have an enormous increase in the                 

fight against piracy. This way all nations can have an input and collaboration of technological               

advancement, techniques and financial resources in order to set up an international force combating              

piracy worldwide. This should also make it easier to repatriate the pirates, so that they can be                 

imprisoned according to national law. The cost of extra guards is high, instead other technological               

means of defence, such as remote weapon systems, a higher free wall or boarding protection systems                

such as an automated fire monitor can be implemented in Ships. Another idea is to set up an                  

international prison, only for the detention and punishment of pirates, this would ensure that all pirates                

captured would be prosecuted, and that they would be imprisoned according to UN standards. 
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Further Questions 

 

If the risk of piracy off the coast of Somalia remains, pirate gangs unlikely go back to big business. Ocean                    

Shield is not needed any more. NATO will not send out a counter-piracy operation in the near future.                  

The 2014 Wales Summit declaration clearly emphasized that efforts should focus at the high end               

spectrum of tasks. Recently a mechanism similar to SHADE was created for the region. NATO has also                 

announced that it will continue some of the counter-piracy activities. The Shipping Centre will continue               

its vital work in institutionalizing the dialogue with the shipping community and the organization will               

continue to participate in counter-piracy meetings such as SHADE. Anti piracy costs are high, taking the                

example of ransom costs. This is a big problem in Somalia, where a lot of piracy took place with the                    

intention of asking a ransom in return for releasing the crew. The ransoms were predicted to be around                  

175 million dollars per year. Many countries affected by piracy witness a negative external effect on                

their economy. Many large investment companies are unwilling to situate an office in one of these                

countries as the waters surrounding them are dangerous. This impact is clearly visible on the               

employment rate and the GDP. The export and import of goods becomes difficult in those countries and                 

this affects its speed of globalization. All the costs mentioned above increase the costs and this will                 

therefore decrease any profits. To counter this, the prices of the goods must go up everywhere and, as a                   

result of this negative impact on economies, wealth is lost. Economists expect such costs to reach 1.25                 

billion dollars per year. The pirates who are arrested also have to be prosecuted which amounts to                 

almost 31 million dollars. A different reason for not using naval forces against pirates is the mistaking of                  

other ships for pirates. For example, in February 2012, Italian marines opened fire on a vessel in the                  

Indian ocean killing 2 of the 11 crew members. The marines thought that the vessel was a pirate ship but                    

later it seemed to have been a fishing boat. The advantages and disadvantages of the operation must be                  

carefully pondered on. 

 

Timeline 

 

Date Event 

September, 
2008 

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon requests NATO naval forces to provide escorts to            
UN World Food Programme (WFP) vessels transiting through the dangerous waters           
in the Gulf of Aden. 

October, 
2008 

The NATO-led Operation Allied Provider began from October to December 2008 and            
involved counter-piracy activities off the coast of Somalia. 

December, 
2008 

Formation of Operation Atlanta (EUNAVFOR) and the close of Operation Allied           
Provider. 

January, 
2009 

Formation of US Led Mission 151 in the Gulf of Aden, providing additional security              
against piracy. 
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March, 
2009 

NATO ran Operation Allied Protector from March 2009, a counter-piracy operation,           
to improve the safety of commercial maritime routes and international navigation           
off the Horn of Africa 

August 2009 Operation Ocean Shield was formed and focused on at-sea counter-piracy operations           
off the Horn of Africa. Approved on 17 August 2009 by the North Atlantic Council,               
this operation contributed to international efforts to combat piracy in the area. It             
also drew the close of Operation Allied Protector. 

December, 
2016 

After consecutive years of no piracy attacks, Ocean Shield was terminated on 15             
December 2016 after having achieved its objectives. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Since May 2012, thanks to maritime patrols, armed guards aboard ships and a range of other defensive                 

measures, not a single commercial vessel has been captured. “Operation Ocean Shield has been a great                

success – making an essential contribution to combating piracy in the seas off Somalia and therefore                

keeping one of the world’s most important waterways safe and secure,” said NATO Spokesperson Oana               

Lungescu. NATO has said that they will continue to keep a close eye on the situation in the region and                    

would be ready to restart their patrols should if they are required. Ocean Shield has helped to prevent                  

or disrupt hundreds of pirate attacks. Many pirates were detained during the mission and prosecuted by                

national authorities. The final operation was led by Danish pilots in an attempt to map the Somali                 

coastline and the Gulf of Aden.  

 

As can be noted in the list of UN resolutions stated above, the UN has focused on specific regions in its                     

fight against piracy. The start for global cooperation has been made, as warships from different,               

cooperating nations have been patrolling off the Somali coast in order to give aid to cargo vessels                 

attacked by pirates. The problems of piracy are also internal dealing with the economy of the nation,                 

improvements at grass root level for better the economy would also help improve and hopefully stop                

piracy. 
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